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 Mercury Marine 5.7-liter V10 Platform
The new V10 engines leverage a naturally aspirated powerhead featuring class leading 5.7 
liters of displacement and a performance inspired quad cam design to deliver exceptional 
performance. The V10 outboards are represented by the Mercury 350 and 400hp Verado 
models, the 350hp SeaPro model, and the Mercury Racing 400R model. The new V10 
platform off ers more low-end torque, improved acceleration and top speed, and better fuel 
economy than its predecessor. Plus, the new engines deliver full power using 87 octane fuel.  

 Navico Group Fathom e-power system
The Fathom e-power system is an integrated lithium-ion auxiliary power management 
system that delivers reliable power and unparalleled performance for the marine and RV 
sectors. Fathom is a fully vertically integrated solution for boaters compromised of energy 
storage, power conversion and digital monitoring and control. The system allows users to 
extend time away from the charge source by providing more battery capacity and effi  ciently 
managing the electrical system, while also eliminating the noise, vibration and fumes associ-
ated with traditional generator experiences. Additionally, an intuitive user interface allows 
end users to easily monitor and control their power on and off  the vessel via multifunction 
displays or smart mobile devices. Fathom is available in 12V, 24V and 48V customizable 
kits and is designed to integrate into a wide range of boats and recreational vehicles.
 

 Premier Marine 230 Sunsation Angler
The new Sunsation Angler pontoon features dual sport versatility. Designed for recre-
ation at the front and purposeful fi shing in the back. Bow port and starboard loungers 
and a mid-ship couch give families everything they need to cruise and relax, while the 
stern features a fi shing layout with everything the angler needs. The stern features two 
fi shing chairs, with the option to add a third and provides ample space to move around. 
The new angler station comes complete with a large livewell, designated baitwell, six rod 
holders, tackle storage with three tackle boxes, ruler, tackle and tool holders, cupholders 
and a storage drawer. What really sets this pontoon apart is direct access to the water 
with the patent-pending Open Water Panels on both the port and starboard sides as well 
as the aft. With a lift of a lever, anglers can swing open the rear side panels, locking them 
into place on the outside of the pontoon.

 Propspeed Stripspeed
Developed to help Propspeed applicators prepare metal surfaces for reapplication, Strip-
speed removes foul-release coatings in 30-minutes or less. There is no mixing required 
and its thick consistency easily hangs on vertical and overhead surfaces, making it easy 
to use. Stripspeed is non-fl ammable, non-caustic, DCM- and NMP-free, and doesn’t 
create toxic dusts or debris. Unlike grinding or using abrasives, Stripspeed doesn’t cause 
mechanical wear through multiple refi ts, increasing the lifetime of the metal.

 Radian IoT
By installing a self-powered Radian device prior to consumer delivery, Radian IoT 
takes the benefi ts of GPS monitoring solutions coupled with unlimited geofencing ca-
pabilities to turn boats, trailers and powersports assets into data generators that deliver 
actionable intelligence. An industry fi rst, Radian’s unique platform provides a wealth 
of operational and experiential data that will transform the profi tability of dealers, 
manufactures, marina operators and rental operations.


